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www.ferrousmetalprocessing.com

A better bottom line for you.

The Profit Prophet has a vision:
Waste less, profit more by working with Ferrous.
Everyday you look for ways to squeeze more profit from your operations.
Let Ferrous enlighten you: use one processor (yes, Ferrous), waste less, profit more.
As Cleveland’s only one-stop, full service processing source, Ferrous can help
you reduce wasted time and money from one end of your processing chain to
the other. You’ll get peace of mind and greater profits too. Here’s how we do it:

Prophecy # 1:
He who multiple processes at
Ferrous, profits most.
Roll. Pickle. Slit. Level. Shear. Decamber. Warehouse.
Ferrous does it all, all in one place. In the time it
takes to make one phone call, you can have us
doing all the work while you eliminate extra
shipping costs, reduce paperwork and
administrative hassles, cut delivery time to
your customers, come out ahead of your
competition—all while chalking up higher
profits.

Prophecy #2:
He who uses Ferrous will
maximize supply chain
management, improve profits.
Send your coils to Ferrous and we’ll put them in a nice safe
place until you need them. You make one phone call and
we’ll pull them, process them and, using our own truck
fleet, deliver the finished material JIT.

Prophecy #3:
He who uses Ferrous’ 4-high,
60”combination reversing mill
will get cold rolled quality
at hot rolled prices.
Looking for greater yields, greater cost savings, happier
customers? Look no further than Ferrous’ new
combination reversing mill. The only one of its kind
in the country, this behemoth will give you perfect
gauge with tolerances held to an incredible
+/-.0005”. You’ll also get perfect shape, surface and
temper too. Guaranteed higher yields, more parts
per pound and more production savings are just a few
of the benefits you’ll experience.

Prophecy # 4:
Greater profits are only
a phone call away.
Call us at 1-800-671-8655/216-671-6161.
We’ll show you exactly how much time and
money you can save by sending all your
processing to Ferrous.
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